Video Transcript: Regions DepositSmart ATMs

Note:
Uplifting music plays.
On screen: Regions Logo appears in green and fades in a circular motion, turning into a
play button icon. A cursor clicks on play button.
[Voice-over] Regions DepositSmart ATMs are a convenient,
On screen: An illustrated graphic of an ATM slot with a green dollar bill sliding half-way out
of it animates in the center of the screen. Text below: Regions DepositSmart ATM
[Voice-over] quick solution for on-the-go banking.
On screen: An illustrated graphic of an ATM slot with a green dollar bill half-way out of it
animates in the center of the screen. Text below: On-the-go Banking
[Voice-over] Save time:
On screen: A video of a close-up of a woman’s hand depositing a Regions check into a
Regions ATM machine fades on screen. A green rectangle slides in from the left-hand side
of the screen with text: Save time.
[Voice-over] Cash checks,
On screen: The woman continues to insert the Regions check into a Regions ATM machine
fades on screen. Green rectangle with text:
(bullet) Cash checks.
[Voice-over] make a deposit, transfer funds,
On screen: A new video of a Regions ATM machine fades in with a female hand pressing
the “Make a Deposit” option. The screen fades to the Make a Deposit screen with
instructions. Green rectangle with text:
(bullet) Cash checks.
(bullet) Make a deposit.
(bullet) Transfer funds.

[Voice-over] Get mini statements, check account balance
On screen: A new video fades in with the Regions ATM machine in the background and a
female’s hand in the foreground holding a Regions statement. Green rectangle fades to teal
with text:
(bullet) Get mini statements.
(bullet) Check account balance.
[Voice-over] and load funds to your Regions Now Card, all at one location and at your
convenience.
On screen: A new images fades in with a closeup of a male’s hand inserting cash into a
Regions ATM machine. Teal rectangle with text: Load funds to your Regions Now Card.
[Voice-over] With a DepositSmart ATM,
On screen: A new video fades in with a closeup of a male’s hand pressing their pin number
on a Regions ATM machine. The teal rectangle slides across to the right-hand side of the
screen and fades to dark blue with text: DepositSmart ATM
[Voice-over] making a deposit into your Regions account is easy.
On screen: A new video fades in of a female standing beside a Regions ATM machine
containing the welcome screen with options. Dark Blue rectangle with text: Making a
deposit into your Regions account is easy.
[Voice-over] Deposit up to 20 checks or 50 bills at one time. No envelope or deposit slip
needed, and the DepositSmart ATM will add up your totals for you.
On screen: The female standing at the ATM machine selects the “Deposit a Check” option
on the screen and inserts a check into the slot. The screen fades to the totals screen and
Next button. Dark Blue rectangle with text: No envelope or deposit slip needed.
[Voice-over] Review and approve deposit images and amounts during every transaction.
And for extra confirmation,
On screen: The female selects the “Next” button on screen. Screen fades to the Make a
Deposit selection. The female selects “Checking” then the receipt screen and she selects
“Paper Receipt”. Dark Blue rectangle with text: Review and approve deposit images and
amounts.
[Voice-over] images of all checks can be displayed on your receipt. There is no fee to make
a deposit. Plus, enjoy quick access to your funds.
On screen: The screen fades to the Make a Deposit review screen. The female selects the
“Submit” button and the screen fades to “Deposit Complete!” with a “Don’t forget your

card!” reminder. The receipt prints and the female grabs it. The screen fades to a closeip of
the female holding the receipt in her hand. Dark Blue rectangle with text: Images of all
checks can be displayed on your receipt.
[Voice-over] Deposits made before the 8 p.m. local cutoff time will generally be available
the next business day.
On screen: The screen fades to white with an animated clock in the center and text below:
Available the next business day.
[Voice-over] Regions’ DepositSmart ATMs give you the tools to bank your way, so you have
the freedom to focus on the more important things in life.
On screen: The screen fades to an image of the exterior of a Regions bank containing
several DepositSmart ATMs. A green rectangle slides in from the right with text: Regions
DepositSmart ATMs give you the tools to bank your way.
[Voice-over] Visit www.regions.com/Locator to find a DepositSmart ATM near you!
On screen: An illustrated graphic of an ATM slot with a green dollar bill sliding half-way out
of it animates in the center of the screen. Text below: Visit www.regions.com/Locator to
find a DepositSmart ATM near you!
On screen: Regions logo with disclosures

